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CONTEMPORARY MUSICOLOGY
BETWEEN MODERNISM AND

POSTMODERNISM

When around the middle of the second half of this century the "Coper-
nican" art of modernism was surpassed by the "Ptolemaic disarmament" in the

form of postmodern art, almost everything in music changed imperceptibly yet
significantly.

Fundamentally of inquiring naturc and inclined to experiment, the art of
post-war modernism - primarily disposed to seek the full autonomy of the
work of art, "full of faith in progress", and "liberated fiom any ideological
superstructure of possibly dubious nature," according to Ulrich Dibelius - was

firit confronted with the reality of the post-modern, i. c. post Cold War peri-
od, and then also with corresponding postmodernist art, which instead of the

modernist tendency to equalize life and art, offercd fiction and in addition, a

clear insight into the fact that "in the future too, fiction will be necessary for
life."l

Postmodernism has redefined and reinterpreted many key views and notions

of mo<lcrnism. The modernistic quest for a new, universal language of art has

been replaced by Baudriard's "multitude of irreducible, utterly specialized cate-

gories ind systems" just as the postmodernist unwavering search for the truth,
value, meaning... has turned into the right to discover one's own truths, value

systems, one's own meanings.2 In short, whilc modernism implicd the demand

of exclusivity, postmodernism presupposes the principles of coexistence.

The most prominent and most perceptible change in the relation between

modernism and postmodernism has occurrcd in thc attitude of art toward its own
tradition: modernism "rejected any historical paradigm" and was guided by "the

radical demand for innovation" - as written by Heinrich Klotz, while postmod-

ernism is characterrzedby the disappearance of the "general taboo" for all his-

toric art; the historic model "has come back to the circle of ref'erences as one of

1 The thesis about the modernist tendency to equalize art and life and about the post-

modernist return to fiction has been taken over ltom: Hajnrih Kloc, [Jnrctnost u XX vektL (Art
in the 20th Century) / Moderna - postntoderna - druga nxtderna, Novi Sad, 1995.

2 Cf.: Miriuna Veselinovi6-Hofman, Srpska muzika i zamrznula istorija (Serbian Mu-
sic and Frozen History), Novi zvuk, 9 , 1991 , 15.
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the creative potentials of art."3 The negative attitudc toward tradition in the

music of post-war modernism implied the fear of every familiar organization of
musical material, of anything which could, even in idea alone, remind one of the

old ideology-influenced world of the pre-war European music. Post-war avant-

gardists searching for new musical material and new modes of its organizaLion,

ictually searched for a new, better, truer, non-ideological and more democratic

world. The generation of creators of postmodernist orientation did not, howev-

er, bclieve in the possibility of the existence of that better world, and so post-

modern music joined without any rcmorse the projcct of Sloterdijk's "conscious

renewal of illusion and the acceptancc thereof."4
That is why postmodern music does not discard its historical heritage, but

rather acldresses ii in a crcative way, understanding it, according to Mirjana Ve-

selinovid, as a "frozen," non-historic category, whose fragments can ever be read

anew, rcconstructed ancl "subjected to new poetic Centering,"5 in the course of
which the authentic postmodernist compositional approach implics "a new aes-

thetization (of the .itot", sample - added by M.M.) on the personal leve1."6

Thus, the use of quotations in postmodernist music, as "a specific form of
the appearance of music about music" directly confronts the modernist demand

for the autonomy of the work ancl its self-foundation, as the true nature of the

relationships between modernism and postmodernism clcarly manifests. The

essence of these relationships lies in the opposition between the semiological
and the semantic as mutually exclusive aspects.T

On the other hand, it is prccisely thc fact that authentically postmodern

music is "rooted in the mission of the signifier," as observed and argued by M
Veselinovi6-Hofman in hcr book Fragments on Musical Postntotlernisrn, that

implicitly speaks about the new attitude of postmodernists t-oward the commu-

nicativenesi of music, i.e. about the postmodernist shifting of the center of grav-

ity from the characteristics of music itself to "its mode of action," as noted by

Ulrich Dibelius. By fetishizing the importance of a rigidly controlled compo-

sitional-technical piocedure and equalizing the conception of the process with
the work itself and on the other hand "rejecting already at the embryo stage any

tendency to use music aS a means of action,"S post-war avant-gardists rcquired

from their listeners "an elite art of structural listening"9 - so that avant-garde

3 Cf.: H, Kloc: op. cir,24-25.
4 Quoted according to: M. Veseiinovii-Hofman, Fragmenti o tnuz.iikoj postmoderni,

Novi Sad, 1997, 135.
5 Cf.: M. Veselinovii-Hofman, op. cit., 15.
6 Cf.: Mirjana Veselinovid-Hofman, Fragrnenti o muziikoj postmoderni, Matica Srp-

ska, Novi Sad,1991,77.' 
7 Theidea is taken over from the book by M. Veselinovi6-Hofman, Frag,ntenti...,p. 146.
8 Cf.: Ulritt Dibelijus, Komponovanje uprkos dogmatskom pritisku (Composing in

Spitc o[ Dogmatic Pressure). Novi zvuk. 1991 , 19.^ 9Cf.: f.oseRosengardSubotnik, DevelopingVariations,style,andldeologyinWestern
Mttsic,Minnesota - Oxford, 1990, pp.270-271.
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music was accessible only to a small musically educated group which was able

to fbllow mentally all those complicated music proccsses'

On the other hand, having lost interest in demonstrating its own power by

means of rigiil control over musical processes, postmodernist music has at the

same time returned to the traditional concept of composing and to the concept,

also traditional, of immediate communication.
Naturally, the tracks of the traversed path Iemain - the modernist experi-

ence could not have been erased, so that the compositional procedure still has

the decisive importance in the articulation of the work in postmodern music, but

in relation to the work itself and its aesthetic message it has become of sec-

ondary importance: postmodern music above everything else wants to commu-

nicate.
Of course, in this "sketch" only somc of the chief characteristics of mod-

ernism and postmodernism could be presented and only some of the dilfcrenccs

between thern, which, owing to the "cordial complicity of theory and practice,"

as formuiated by Manfred Taftlri, can be rccognized even in contemporary
reflection about art.

Particularly, in contemporary musicology coexists a wide spectrum ol
orientations locatcd in a vast space between modernism and postmodernism.

Nevcrtheless, to tcli the truth, we must say that at the basis of contemporary
musicology lies a modcrnistic concept of science, rooted in structuralistic meth-

ods of reicarch ancl in the dialectical principle of viewing phenomena. This is
what Sloterdijk's "copernican knowledge" is all about, and even in postmod-

ernist sciencc that knowledge does not lose "the factual integrity and efficiency"
but rather represents the foothold for the individual poetic centering of phenom-

ena regarded by postmodernist, that is post-structuralistic science.

On the otirel han<l, the postmodcrn era has introduccd even into mod-

ernistically oriented science a certain amount of suspicion about the reliability
of universal knowledge ancl the possibilities of acquiring "an ultimate, global

insight into matters," so that even in modernistically oriented musicological
studies a certain measure of relativization can be spotted.

Contemporary musicological thought is predominantly "conesponding with

its objcct"l0-which actually means that both among modernistically and post-

modeinistically oriented studies, the least comrnon are the ones that assume the

radical and rigid positions of either orientation'
That is *t y o, this occasion we corunit ourselves to the investigation

of some specifii properties and dift-erences between the predominantly mod-

ernistically con.eiu"d book by Rose Rosengard Subotnik, titled Developing

Variations, Style, and klea in Western Music and the predominantly postmod-

ernist book by Mirjana Veselinovi6-Hofman - Fragruents on Mu.sical Postmod-

ernism.

10 This phenomenon has been observed by M. Veselinovii-Hofman, op' cit, 6
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Of special interest for us in the book by Rose Roscngard Subotnik are con-
siderations connected with contemporary, modcrnist music, with respect to
u hich the author - an advocate of Adorno's dialectical philosophy - manifests
noliceable affinity and a high degree o{ empathy. The author deals, verir compe-
tently and compiexly, with the problcm of the autonomy of thc work in modcrn
music, particularly emphasizing the precarious position of music as thc conse-
qucnce o1 its autonomy; thcn, its lack of communicativeness as the direct- con-
sequencc of the complexity of its structure and many other problems connected
with the historical situation of contemporary music.

Howcver, on this occasion of more significance than the problems them-
selves is the book's evident modernist orientation, conspicuous already at the
level of terminotrogy in which the most important places are occupied by gener-
al, universal notions such as truth, idcology, rightness, morals. It is perfectll'
ciear that in thc context of the considcration of contemporary music, these
notions function as unambiguous signifiers of modcrnist ideology.

The pronounced dialecticai discourse of the tcxt, the tendcncy toward all-
comprising considcration, the explicitly stated quest for "a methodology which
would, for truth's sake, makc possibie lhe investigations of the reiationships
bctween idcoiogy and art" as well as the quest fbr a musicological methodology
which would reconcile the structuralist analysis of the work with thc cstimation
of its ideological value, also reveal an individual modernistic musicological con-
cept. Nonetheiess, in sorne of the opinions expressed in this book within mod-
ernistic considerations of the chosen problems, it is possible to discern an
indelible mark of post-structuralist knowiedge: the awareness of the impossibil-
ity of cstablishing universal scientific methodologies and the inevitable frag-
mentariness of all scientilic contributions.

Quite differently from this one in conception and realization is the book
Fragments on Musical Postruoderri.lllr by M. Veselinovii-Hofman.

Concentrated on thc phenomenon of postmodern music, the book is based
on the theoretical rcflcction of "the attitude toward tradition in music alter
avant-garde" and the framework of the problems discussed is, as indicated by
the author in the introduction, "the musical and theoretical realm between the
end of modernism and the return to somc of its elements."

Starting from the use of quotations, i. e. intertextuality as the dominating
determinant of postmodcrn music, l.he author focuses her investigations primar-
ily on the theoretical, fundamentally semiological definition of thc concept of
the paradigm in music, so that the rclation toward the musical paradigm, along
with the contemporary structuralistic musicological analysis, becomes a method-
ological pivot of the considerations of individual postmodernist musical poetics
in this book.

On the other hand, with respect to the theoretical thought on the problems
of modernism - postmodernism relationships, the author assumes, according to
her own words, the attitude of "a postmodernist composer" who introduces into
his own work only chosen musical - in this case theoretical - "material traces."
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The complex methodology of this book, which in the manner of postmod-
ernist "second modernism" unites in itself the "Copernican knowledge" of the

modernist science of music and the postmodernist attitude toward the global
"sample" in consideration, is most clearly revealed in its concluding chapter.
In this chapter, the author, among other things, expounds Molino's tripartite
theory, which in a specific way converges to her individual understanding of
the same problem. The communication scheme: sender - message - receiver is

viewed by Molino "from the aspect of the process of the origination and recep-

tion of the message as a 'material trace'," where "the process which is referen-
tial for the sender is called poetic (in the sense of poiesis), while the process of
receiving the trace is aesthetic (in the sense of aes thesis)." Within that theory, the

author lays a special emphasis on Molino's indication that "the process is not
only directed from the material trace to the receiver, but also from the receiver
to the materi altrace," which for the author implies the fact that "reception at the

same time reconstructs the message" that is, aesthetic and poetic processes do
not necessarily correspond." 1 1

The central point of Mirjana Veselinovii's conclusion is based on a thesis

only implied by Molino's theory: the composer's reception of a material trace

consists of his personal, creative reaction to it, namely, the reinterpretation of the

aesthetic process into the poetic occurs at the level of composing. The equaliza-
tion of the aesthetic process with the poetic one (both processes in the sense as

described above) is applied in this book also to the musicological discourse,
which is now comprehended as "the result of personal creation as the reception
of two types of immanent domains: musical postmodernism and the theoretical
discourse on it."

Taken out of the context of the book, the conclusion of Mirjana Veselinovi6
can be understood in a much broader sense: as a conscious approach ofthe post-

modern science of music to the concept of creation, which essentially represents

the most authoritative balance to the basically inquisitive modernist concept of
art which in its search for the social assurance of its existence approached the

intangible concept oI science.
From the aspect of this hypothesis, a conclusion imposes itself whereby

contemporary musicology, i.e. its part which "lives" in the space between mod-
ernism ind postmoclernism, moves freely in it - combining or mutually exclud-
ing the paradigm of science and the paradigm of art.

11 Cf.: M. Veselinovid-Hofman, op. cit., pp. 150-151


